
 Floatsation™ 
by Martin 
Mansell, winner 
of 4 Gold, 5 Silver 
and 3 Bronze 
medals at 2 
Paralympic games. 

Martin believes 
that everyone should 

be able to enjoy the 
freedom that being in 

water brings.

“Floatsation aids allow swimmers 
with Special needs to be independent 
in the water.

They help create a safer centre of 
gravity and can provide an effective 
learning curve towards becoming an 
independent swimmer.

The effectiveness of each buoyancy 
aid keeping the swimmer in the water 
instead of above the water helps to 
boost essential water confidence”Jo Eames
Director of Sport
Valence School, Kent

Martin Mansell 
 Floatsation 

38 Norbriggs Road,
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Independence 
for all abilities 

in water
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 Floatsation™ comes in 4 new modules

Product type Description Colour

 Floatsation™
‘The Big 
Citrus’

The Big Citrus is 
a larger rectangle 
which is 20 balls long 
and 9 balls across, 
this gives max support 
as a good starting 
point for all. It can 
support 2 people at 
one time

A mix of 
Orange, 
Green 
and 
Yellow 

 Floatsation™
‘The Citrus’

The Citrus is a little 
smaller than the Big 
Citrus and is made 
up of small balls, 
with the addition of 
a pillow for those of 
us who like to rest 
our heads while in the 
water

A mix of 
Yellow, 
Green 
and 
Orange

 Floatsation™
‘The Citrus 
Burst’

This is a square 8 
by 9 balls and can 
be used in many 
different ways as a 
progression towards 
total independence in 
the water

Orange, 
Green 
and 
Yellow

 Floatsation™
‘The Citrus 
Flexi-tube’

Just a tube, but an 
adaptable device to 
those who need a 
little extra support 
in the water towards 
independence. It 
brings a variety of 
support and hence 
confidence to all 
users. It is also 
suitable for play 
by swimmers of all 
abilities

Orange, 
Green 
and 
Yellow

™



The Big Citrus
The Big Citrus is a large 
rectangle which is 20 balls 
long and 9 balls across, this 
gives maximum support as a 
good starting point for all. It 
can support 2 people at one 
time.

The Citrus
The Citrus is a little smaller 
than the Big Citrus and is 
made up of smaller balls, with 
the addition of a pillow for 
those of us who like to rest 
our heads while in the water.

The Citrus 
Burst
The Citrus Burst is a rectangle 
9 by 8 balls and can be used 
in many different ways as 
a progression towards total 
independence in the water

The Citrus Flexi-Tube
The Citrus Flexi Tube is just a 
tube, but an adaptable device 
for those who just need a little 
extra support in the water 
towards independence. It 
brings a variety of support and 
hence confidence to all users. 
It is also suitable for play by 
swimmers of all abilities.

All Floatsation™ products are made from high quality 
netting containing a random mix of bright citrus colours 
(yellow, green and orange)

To help users get the best possible use of  
Floatsation™ products in a safe and controlled 
manner, we are pleased to announce the 
availability of the  Floatsation™ Training 
Session. 

Who is the training session for? 

 Teaching professionals 
 Medical professionals 
 Swimming professionals 
 Disability professionals 

How long is the training session? 

 3 hours of training which fits in with 
 your CPD portfolio and is only half a 
 days training.

Who delivers 
the course? 

 Martin Mansell 
 ASA Swimming 
 Teacher, 
 9 times 
 Paralympic 
 Swimmer and 
 former GB team 
 Swim coach.

What does the training session include? 

 Introduction 
 A demonstration of all Floatsation™ 
 devices in the water 
 The opportunity for participants to 
 work with the devices 
 A demonstration of Floatsation™ 
 devices with children 
 Hands on training for participants 
 Review and a Q&A session

Floatsation™ (formerly known as Original 
Floatsation and New Age Floatsation) is the 
original; unique matrix of balls giving total 
support and independence in water for all 
abilities, disabled and non-disabled alike.

The Floatsation™ product range has wide 
applications both in the leisure market as 
an inclusive swimming/floatation aid and as 
hydrotherapy aid in the pool. The 
products enable independence 
in the water acting as an 
exercise unit and an aid 
to relaxation at the 
same time; as well as 
being a fun device 
in the water for all.

Enjoyment in 
Water

The original 
product has now 
been redeveloped as 
Floatsation™ by Martin 
Mansell, winner of 4 Gold, 
5 Silver and 3 Bronze medals at 2 
Paralympic games. Martin believes that everyone 
should be able to enjoy the freedom that being in 
water brings.
 
Floatsation™ can enable everyone to have fun in the 
water in a safe and confident way. It enables users 
to have fun while still allowing them to develop:

 Relaxation 
 in water
 General 
 relaxation
 Safe exercise 
 in water for all 
 abilities and 
 ages

 Confidence
 Increased Self 
 Esteem
 Independence
 Aquatic Skills
 Water awareness
 Spatial awareness
 Team Skills

Products Training Floatsation™


